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Introduction: purpose of the paper / issue  
This paper summarises the financial outturn as at the end of April 2019, and the 
forecast position for the full year. 
 
Recommendation 
The Board is invited to review the Finance Report. 
 
Background 
1. This paper provides a brief commentary on the first month of the financial year 

2019/20 financial year. Expenditure to the end of April is £284k against a budget 

of £282k. The marginal overspend of £2k compares with a £10k underspend for 

the same period in 2018/19. Improved accuracy in the budgeting of payroll costs 

largely accounts for the difference in variances, year on year. Other variances 

reflected in Appendix 1 are due to timing differences in budget profiling that are 

expected to correct by the end of Q1 2019/20. 

2. The bank balance at 30 April 2019 is £6.3m, reflecting collection of the year-end 

levy billed to approved regulators in March of £3.4m.  

3. The Executive have undertaken an in-depth exercise to review planned 

expenditure for 2019/20 and develop a set of more detailed projections to 

underpin the £3.798m budget envelope. The objectives were to:  

a. Identify further opportunities for cost savings; 

b. Reallocate funds to budget areas where new demand has arisen;  

c. Identify risks to budgets, with contingencies allocated in case risks 

materialise; 

4. The projections indicate that as at May 2019, LSB’s 2019/20 expenditure will be 

£3.717m - £81,000 lower than the budget – and compared with £3.726m spent in 

2018/19. 

5. Additional costs may be incurred as a result of the relocation to the new office 

premises completing prior to the expiry of the existing lease for One Kemble 

Street. These costs are more than offset by savings relating to the decision not 

to renew contracts for subscriptions to online legal publications and HR 

consultancy services no longer required. 
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6. Similarly, while there have been one-off costs relating to the CEO recruitment 

exercise, a change in our recruitment strategy has seen us rely much less on 

more costly, external recruitment agencies which will lead to lower expenditure in 

2019/20 on recruitment overall. 

7. A plan has been developed by HR for staff training in 2019/20 which will see an 

increase in expenditure compared with 2018/19, when historically the budget 

allocated to training has been underspent.  

8. The Executive is currently considering a business case for an increase in the 

LSCP’s research budget. 

9. Once delegation of the budget from MoJ to the LSB Accounting Officer has 

taken place, a formal delegation of budget will be made to individual budget 

holders as recommended following internal audit of the budget setting process. 

10.  Historically, MoJ have designated the split of the total budget between ‘pay’ and 

‘non-pay’ expenditure. LSB has made the case that now the organisation has 

reached its full staffing complement, it would be a challenge to remain within the 

designated limits of £2.734m (pay) and £1.064m (non-pay). MoJ has since 

confirmed that small adjustments between pay and non-pay budget in year will 

be acceptable. 

Annexes 
- Appendix 1- Variance analysis  

 

Risks and mitigations 

Financial: There are no financial risks – this is a factual report 

Legal: There are no legal risks - this is a factual report  

Reputational: 

The LSB must demonstrate effective management of its funds. 

This report facilitates Board scrutiny of LSB’s financial 

management and decision-making in relation to allocation of 

resources.  

Resource: There are no resource risks - this is a factual report  

 

Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FoI) 

Para ref FoI exemption and summary Expires 

N/A N/A N/A 

 


